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LOADS OF SAVINGS ON WASHERS AND DRYERS

NOTE: Laundry pair prices and savings are based on the washer and electric dryer pair. See quick reference chart for gas dryer details. Rebates up to $250 are offered by the Power. Performance. Savings. 
promotion from October 21 to December 31, 2015 on the following matching laundry pairs only: MHW7100 & ME/GD7100 ($100), MHW8100 & ME/GD8100 ($350 at select locations), MVWP475 & ME/GDP475 
($150), MVWB855 & ME/GDB855 ($250).  *Based on testing of a 19-lb. load.  Reg prices refl ect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. 
Promo prices refl ect manufacturer’s promotional MAP prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer 
and location. Pricing subject to change. See store for pricing details and dates.

MAYTAG® HE FRONT LOAD LAUNDRY PAIR 
4.5 CU. FT. WASHER (MHW5100DW)
7.3 CU. FT. ELECTRIC DRYER (MED5100DW)
Gas dryer also available: (MGD5100DW)

The PowerWash® cycle uses a combination of extra wash action 
and heated water to help remove even your toughest stains

An extra interior fi n helps clothes move in a random 
tumbling pattern for optimal drying performance

save
$600

on the pair

REG $1,998 PAIR GET THE PAIR FOR  $1,398
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MAYTAG® HE TOP LOAD LAUNDRY PAIR 
5.3 CU. FT. WASHER (MVWB835DW)
8.8 CU. FT. ELECTRIC DRYER (MEDB835DW)
Gas dryer also available: (MGDB835DW)

The active Power™ Impeller keeps clothes thoroughly 
saturated with a triple action spray for deep cleaning

The extra-large capacity provides enough 
space to evenly dry your largest loads*

REG $1,798 PAIR GET THE PAIR FOR  $1,298

save
$500

on the pair
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OCTOBER 21—DECEMBER 31, 2015

VIA MAIL-IN REBATE WITH PURCHASE 
OF A SELECT MAYTAG® LAUNDRY PAIR*

SAVE UP TO

$250
*See store for rebate form with complete details. Only valid at participating Maytag brand retailers. Rebate in the form of a Maytag brand MasterCard® Prepaid Card by mail. Cards are 
issued by Citibank, N.A. pursuant to a license from MasterCard International and managed by Citi Prepaid Services. Cards will not have cash access and can be used everywhere MasterCard debit cards are 
accepted. MasterCard is a registered trademark of MasterCard International Incorporated. Additional terms and conditions apply. To learn more about the entire Maytag brand line, please visit maytag.com.



NOTE: Laundry pair prices and savings are based on the washer and electric dryer pair. See quick reference chart for gas dryer details. 
*Bacteria tested were S. aureus, P. aeruginosa and K. pneumoniae.  **Based on 14-lb load, among leading top load brands, 3.9 cu. ft. capacity or less, PowerWash® cycle vs. comparable cycles and default settings.  
†Based on a 2-lb load of lightweight fabrics.  ††Compared to traditional top load washers.  Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative 
advertising purposes only. Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s promotional MAP prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and 
advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location. Pricing subject to change. See store for pricing details and dates.

LOADS OF SAVINGS ON WASHERS AND DRYERS

save
$400
 on the pair

WHIRLPOOL® HE FRONT LOAD LAUNDRY PAIR
4.2 CU. FT. WASHER (WFW72HEDW)
7.3 CU. FT. ELECTRIC DRYER (WED72HEDW)
Gas dryer also available: (WGD72HEDW)

The Total Laundry Care system has great 
features for both the washer and dryer:

Adaptive Wash technology senses and adapts to clothes so  
they look newer longer†† and colors stay vibrant wash after wash

Advanced Moisture Sensing ends the cycle when everything  
is thoroughly dry, helping to prevent damage caused by overdrying

REG $1,598 PAIR GET THE PAIR FOR  $1,198

WHIRLPOOL® HE FRONT LOAD LAUNDRY PAIR
4.5 CU. FT. WASHER (WFW95HEDC)
7.4 CU. FT. ELECTRIC DRYER (WED95HEDC) 
Gas dryer also available: (WGD95HEDC)
Also available in White & Diamond Steel 

Wash and dry a small load right in the washer† thanks to the  
All-In-One Care™ system with the FanFresh® option 

The ReadySet™ system with Steam Refresh cycle uses water and 
heat to relax wrinkles and reduce odors from clothes in just 22 minutes

REG $2,398 PAIR GET THE PAIR FOR  $1,598

save
$800

on the pair
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MAYTAG® TOP LOAD LAUNDRY PAIR 
3.6 CU. FT. WASHER (MVWC415EW)
7.0 CU. FT. ELECTRIC DRYER (MEDC215EW)  
Gas dryer also available: (MGDC215EW)

Best Cleaning in its class is driven by the PowerWash® cycle** 
and features the extra cleaning action to handle stubborn stains

Automatic Dry tracks moisture levels to stop the cycle when the load is dry

REG $1,048 PAIR GET THE PAIR FOR  $798

save
$250

on the pair

save
$300 

on the pair

MAYTAG® HE TOP LOAD LAUNDRY PAIR
4.3 CU. FT. WASHER (MVWX655DW)
7.0 CU. FT. ELECTRIC DRYER (MEDX655DW) 
Gas dryer also available: (MGDX655DW)

The Power™ Impeller attacks everyday tough stains in a single 
wash with a reverse wash motion and triple action spray 

The Sanitize cycle removes up to 99.9% of 
three common household bacteria* 

REG $1,298 PAIR GET THE PAIR FOR  $998



LOADS OF SAVINGS ON WASHERS AND DRYERS

NOTE: Laundry pair prices and savings are based on the washer and electric dryer pair. See quick reference chart for gas dryer details. 
*Electric only.  Reg prices refl ect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. Promo prices refl ect manufacturer’s promotional 
MAP prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location. Pricing subject to 
change. See store for pricing details and dates.

AMANA® TOP LOAD LAUNDRY PAIR
3.5 CU. FT. WASHER (NTW4605EW)
6.5 CU. FT. ELECTRIC DRYER (NED4655EW) 
Gas dryer also available: (NGD4655EW)

The high-effi ciency agitator and wash system combine 
the gentleness of an impeller with the cleaning action of an agitator

The Wrinkle Prevent option tumbles clothes intermittently 
without heat to help prevent wrinkles from setting in

GET THE PAIR FOR  $598

save
$500 

on the pair

WHIRLPOOL® HE TOP LOAD LAUNDRY PAIR
4.8 CU. FT. WASHER (WTW7300DW)
7.0 CU. FT. ELECTRIC DRYER (WED7300DW)
Gas dryer also available: (WGD7300DW)

The QuickSelect™ system features Intuitive Touch Controls 
with Memory that ask simple “what” and “how” questions to 
create tailored cycles that it remembers for the next wash

The ReadySet™ system offers the Wrinkle Shield™ Plus option 
with Steam to help prevent wrinkles from setting into clean 
clothes with intermittent tumbling after the drying cycle ends

REG $1,598 PAIR GET THE PAIR FOR  $1,098

save
$400
 on the pair

WHIRLPOOL® HE TOP LOAD LAUNDRY PAIR
4.3 CU. FT. WASHER (WTW5000DW)
7.0 CU. FT. ELECTRIC DRYER (WED5000DW)
Gas dryer also available: (WGD5000DW)

Each cycle is customized with up to 11 wash actions 
that care for fabrics with a deep clean

Evenly dry loads the fi rst time* with the AccuDry™ sensor drying 
system that is part of the Total Laundry Care system

REG $1,198 PAIR GET THE PAIR FOR  $798
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SAVINGS ARE HEATING UP

KITCHENAID®  
OVER-THE-RANGE MICROWAVE
1.9 CU. FT. (KMHC319ESS)

Convection cooking circulates heat 
around the back of the microwave for 
baking at temperatures up to 425°F

Sensor Steam and the Simmer 
function monitor the cooking 
processes for steaming or simmering

REG $849 $599

save
$250

WHIRLPOOL®  
OVER-THE RANGE MICROWAVE
1.9 CU. FT. (WMH76719CS)

True convection circulates air 
more efficiently and uses a heating 
element to seal in flavors and juices

A dishwasher-safe microwave 
steamer is included to steam 
fish, vegetables, or rice

NOTE: Steamer is available for order for  
other applicable models as an accessory  
(part #8205262RB)

REG $549 $399

save
$150

SU
ITE

 

DE
AL

MAYTAG®  
OVER-THE-RANGE MICROWAVE
2.0 CU. FT. (MMV4205DS)

Sensor cooking automatically adjusts 
time and power settings for optimal results

The stainless steel cavity is designed 
to resist stains and splatters, and is 
engineered to outlast everyday dings

REG $349 $299

save
$50

WHIRLPOOL®  
OVER-THE-RANGE MICROWAVE
1.9 CU. FT. (WMH32519CS)
Also available in Black & White

Three variable fan-speed settings 
help to match the right amount of 
ventilation to the dish being prepared

Steam cooking conveniently steams 
foods such as rice, vegetables, and fish 
with the universal microwave steamer

REG $319 $219

save
$100

There’s no need to wait for those ground 
beef burger patties to defrost in the 
sink with the Auto Defrost control 

The microwave turntable helps 
heat food from every angle

OPEN $149

AMANA®  
OVER-THE-RANGE MICROWAVE
1.9 CU. FT. (AMV1150VAS) 
Also available in Black & White 

save
$100

Steam cooking allows you to 
conveniently steam foods such 
as rice, vegetables, and fish

CleanRelease® non-stick 
interior surface requires no harsh 
chemicals to wipe away spills

REG $399 $299

WHIRLPOOL®  
OVER-THE-RANGE MICROWAVE
2.0 CU. FT. (WMH53520CS) 

SU
ITE
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save
$80

REG $259 $179
Hidden vent streamlines the 
appearance of the microwave exterior, 
making it simpler to wipe clean

2-speed fan provides the right amount 
of ventilation for every meal you prepare

WHIRLPOOL® 
OVER-THE-RANGE MICROWAVE
1.7 CU. FT. (WMH31017AS)

Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s promotional  
MAP prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location.   
Pricing subject to change. See store for pricing details and dates.



COOKING UP SOME HOT DEALS

KITCHENAID® 30" 
ELECTRIC COOKTOP
(KECC604BBL)

10" Even-Heat™ Ultra Element 
with Even-Heat™ Simmer provides 
more versatility for high and low 
temperature cooking techniques

Get two elements in one location with 
the 12"/9" Ultra Power™ Double-
Ring Round Element that can be 
used for large stock pots and skillets

REG $949 $749

KITCHENAID® 36"  
GAS COOKTOP
(KCGS556ESS)

20K BTU Professional Dual Ring 
Burner goes from one small flame to 
a dual flame on the same burner

6K BTU Even-Heat™ Simmer 
Burner allows for more control of the 
flame at the lowest setting, for more 
precise simmering and melting

REG $1,349 $999

REG $949 $749

17K BTU Professional Dual Ring 
Burner can go from one small flame to 
a dual flame all on the same burner

6K BTU Even-Heat™ Simmer 
Burner allows more control of 
the flame at the lowest setting

REG $1,199 $949

KITCHENAID® 30"  
GAS COOKTOP
(KCGS550ESS)

The DuraGuard™ protective finish 
keeps the cooktop surface looking like 
new and cleans with ease year after year

18K BTU Power™ Burner uses 
intense heat for added flavor 
during browning and sautéing

MAYTAG® 30"  
GAS COOKTOP
(MGC9530DS)

WHIRLPOOL® 30" 
ELECTRIC COOKTOP 
(W5CE3024XB)

Easy-to-clean ceramic glass cooktop 
resists cracking or chipping under 
intense heat, preserving the sleek look 
of your cooktop for years to come

A hot surface indicator light 
illuminates when the cooktop 
surface is still hot to the touch

REG $549 $359

save
$190

save
$200

save
$350

save
$250

save
$200
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Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s promotional  
MAP prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location.   
Pricing subject to change. See store for pricing details and dates.



SERVING UP SAVINGS

*Compared to traditional thermal-bake cycle on the same model.  Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. 
Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s promotional MAP prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may 
vary by retailer and location.  Pricing subject to change. See store for pricing details and dates.
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save
$500

KITCHENAID® SLIDE-IN RANGES
6.4 CU. FT. (KSEG700ESS)
5.8 CU. FT. (KSGG700ESS)

Even-Heat™ True Convection ensures 
the inside of the entire oven is heated to, 
and stays at, the perfect temperature

The steam rack offers the ability to provide 
additional moisture to the inside of the oven

REG $1,999 ELECTRIC $1,499
$1,599REG $2,099 GAS

MAYTAG® GEMINI®  
DOUBLE OVEN RANGES
6.7 TOTAL CU. FT. (MET8720DS)
6.0 TOTAL CU. FT. (MGT8720DS)

A 10" 3,200-watt Power™ Element 
uses intense heat for added flavor 
during browning and sautéing

EvenAir™ convection circulates air in the 
oven, providing a consistent temperature

REG $1,549 ELECTRIC $1,099
$1,199REG $1,649 GAS

save
$450

MAYTAG® 
FREESTANDING RANGES
6.2 CU. FT. (MER8700DS)
5.8 CU. FT. (MGR8700DS)

A 10" 3,200-watt Power™ Element uses intense 
heat for added flavor during browning and sautéing

EvenAir™ convection circulates air in the 
oven, providing a consistent temperature

REG $899 ELECTRIC $699
$699REG $999 GAS

save
$200

on electric

SU
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WHIRLPOOL®  
FREESTANDING RANGES
6.4 CU. FT. (WFE540H0ES)
5.8 CU. FT. (WFG540H0ES)

The HeatRight™ system with fan convection 
cooking fills the entire oven with heat, 
allowing even baking results on any rack 

The QuickSelect™ system with the FlexHeat™ 
element is like having two or three elements in one 
with a 6" inner ring and expandable outer rings

REG $899 ELECTRIC $599
$599REG $999 GAS

SU
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AL

save
$300

on electric

WHIRLPOOL®  
FREESTANDING RANGES
5.3 CU. FT. (WFE515S0ES)
5.0 CU. FT. (WFG515S0ES)
Also available in Black & White

The QuickSelect™ system with the FlexHeat™ 
element is like having two or three elements in one 
with a 6" inner ring and expandable outer rings

Whirlpool® counter-depth ranges are 
made to fit seamlessly into the kitchen, so 
they can stand out without sticking out

$499
$499

save
$200

on electric

SU
ITE
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REG $699 ELECTRIC

REG $799 GAS

WHIRLPOOL®  
FREESTANDING RANGES
6.4 CU. FT. (WFE715H0ES)
5.8 CU. FT. (WFG715H0ES)

The HeatRight™ system with true convection 
cooks food faster* by using a rear fan and 
third heating element to circulate hot air

Keep food ready to serve in the 
separate warming drawer

REG $999 ELECTRIC $699
$699REG $1,099 GAS

save
$300

on electric



SERVING UP SAVINGS

*Single-rack baking with Power Preheat versus three-rack without option.  Reg prices refl ect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising 
purposes only. Promo prices refl ect manufacturer’s promotional MAP prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. 
Sale prices may vary by retailer and location. Pricing subject to change. See store for pricing details and dates.

REG $2,299 $1,799
The EasyConvect™ Conversion system 
automatically converts conventional 
temperatures to their convection equivalents

The Temperature Probe allows accurate 
measurement of internal temperatures 
without having to open the oven

KITCHENAID® 30" 
SINGLE WALL OVEN
5.0 CU. FT. (KOSE500ESS)

REG $1,299 $999
Monitor cooking progress without 
opening the door with the EasyView™ 
extra-large oven window

The CompleteClean system features 
the hidden bake element that simplifi es 
cleanup, leaving a smooth interior 
surface that is easy to wipe clean

WHIRLPOOL® 30" 
SINGLE WALL OVEN
5.0 CU. FT. (WOS51EC0AS)

SU
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save
$200

save
$300
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REG $1,799 $1,249
Power Preheat the oven faster than 
a traditional oven* to spend less time 
cooking and more time enjoying meals

EvenAir™ true convection with a third 
high-watt element uses powerful heating 
to bring out the fi nest fl avors in every meal

MAYTAG® 30" 
SINGLE WALL OVEN
5.0 CU. FT. (MEW9530DS)

save
$200

save
$550

SU
ITE
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AL

REG $1,299 $999
The Precise Clean™ cleaning system 
tracks the time between self-clean cycles 
to determine the right cycle time

Clean up every day light spills using heat and only 
1-1⁄4 cups of water with the SteamClean option

WHIRLPOOL® 27" 
SINGLE WALL OVEN
4.3 CU. FT. (WOS51EC7AS)

save
$200

save
$300

save
$200

save
$500



WHIRLPOOL® DISHWASHER
(WDF520PADM)

AMANA® DISHWASHER
(ADB1700ADS)

The WashRight™ system is designed with a 
Soil sensor to make sure dishes come out clean

The ReadySet™ system featuring the 1-Hour 
Wash cycle cleans dishes in half the time*

The SoilSense cycle automatically adjusts 
the cycle time and water usage to deliver 
a clean that’s just right for every load

The stainless steel interior retains heat to 
help make sure dishes get dry after every cycle

REG $499 $299 REG $499 $399

save
$200

save
$100

DISHING OUT SUITE DEALS

 *Compared to Normal cycle with lightly soiled loads.  Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. Promo prices reflect 
manufacturer’s promotional MAP prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location.   
Pricing subject to change. See store for pricing details and dates.

The ProWash™ cycle determines the 
ideal cycle for washing dishes

The Heat Dry option engages a 
recessed heating element during the 
dry cycle to ensure dry dishes

KITCHENAID® DISHWASHER
(KDTE104ESS)

REG $899 $599
The WashRight™ system featuring the Sensor 
cycle measures load size and soil level, then 
adjusts to the right wash and dry settings 
to deliver precise cleaning to your dishes

The QuickShift™ system with the in-door 
silverware basket frees up rack space by easily 
fitting on the front of the lower rack or in the door

WHIRLPOOL® DISHWASHER
(WDT780SAEM)

REG $699 $499

save
$200

WHIRLPOOL® DISHWASHER
(WDT720PADM) 

The WashRight™ system with Silverware 
spray helps remove stuck-on food by 
delivering a concentrated shower of water 
to the in-door silverware basket

REG $599 $379

save
$220

MAYTAG® DISHWASHER
(MDB4949SDM) 

The 4-blade stainless steel chopper
chops up leftover food on dishes and 
plates without the need to pre-rinse 

The PowerBlast® cycle removes  
stuck-on food with high-pressure spray jets, 
increased temperature and hot steam

REG $649 $449

save
$200

save
$300
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KITCHENAID®  
FRENCH DOOR REFRIGERATOR
20 CU. FT. (KRFC300ESS)

The ExtendFresh™ Temperature 
Management system uses sensors 
to help ensure all your ingredients 
remain at the appropriate temperature

The counter-depth design offers a built-
in look with professionally inspired styling

REG $2,199 $1,799

save
$400

SU
ITE
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AL

KITCHENAID®  
5-DOOR REFRIGERATOR
25 CU. FT. (KRMF706ESS)

The Preserva® Food Care system has 
two cooling systems in the refrigerator 
to help keep food fresh longer* and one 
for frozen food, while the two produce 
preservers help delay over-ripening*

Herb storage keeps herbs like 
rosemary, oregano and thyme fresh

REG $3,799 $2,999

save
$800

save
$250

MAYTAG®  
TOP-FREEZER REFRIGERATOR
21 CU. FT. (MRT711BZDM)

The EvenAir™ cooling tower 
distributes cold air effectively so 
groceries stay at the right temperature

BrightSeries™ LED lighting casts 
a bright, white light and uses less 
energy than incandescent bulbs

REG $1,099 $849

save
$600

MAYTAG®  
FRENCH DOOR REFRIGERATOR
22 CU. FT. (MFI2269DRM)

The Beverage Chiller™ compartment 
is up to 4°F colder than the rest of 
the refrigerator so there’s always 
a cool, refreshing drink

Fits a 33" opening, making it great 
for a smaller kitchen cutout

REG $2,099 $1,499

SU
ITE
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WHIRLPOOL® DOUBLE 
DRAWER REFRIGERATOR
26 CU. FT. (WRV986FDEM)

The PerfectPlaces™ system offers 
the 5-temperature selection drawer 
with custom settings—Meat/Fish, 
Snacks, Cold Drinks, Deli/Cheese 
and Thaw Zone for frozen food

Dual icemakers found in the 
ReadySet™ system are ideal for 
keeping plenty of ice on hand

REG $3,299 $2,399

save
$900

REG $3,299

save
$1,000

MAYTAG®  
4-DOOR REFRIGERATOR
26 CU. FT. (MFX2876DRM)

The PowerCold® feature  
quickly chills down the refrigerator 
to help keep everything cool 
with the touch of a button

Dual Cool® evaporators  
generate ideal humidity levels 
with an evaporator dedicated 
to each compartment

$2,299

HO
T 

DE
AL

WHIRLPOOL®  
4-DOOR REFRIGERATOR
25 CU. FT. (WRX735SDBM)

Store tall or bulky items easily in the 
external refrigerated drawer that is 
part of the PerfectPlaces™ system

The HelpingHand™ system featuring 
Measured Fill allows you to select 
the exact amount of filtered water—in 
ounces, cups or liters—that you need

REG $2,199 $1,499

save
$700

SU
ITE
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COOL SAVINGS WITH THESE HOT DEALS

WHIRLPOOL®  
4-DOOR REFRIGERATOR
26 CU. FT. (WRX988SIBM)

Choose from four temperature 
selections based on the items being 
stored and add room for tall or bulky 
items in the full-width drawer

The industry-exclusive small items 
bin that is part of the PerfectPlaces™ 
system stores small items, like butter 
sticks and string cheese, out of the way

REG $2,999 $1,999

save
$1,000

HO
T 

DE
AL

 *Based on commonly purchased produce.  Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s 
promotional MAP prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location. Pricing subject to change. 
See store for pricing details and dates.



WHIRLPOOL®  
FRENCH DOOR REFRIGERATOR
25 CU. FT. (WRF535SMBM)

The Resource Saver™ system with LED 
interior lighting is brighter and uses 
less energy than incandescent bulbs

Store meats, cheeses or large platters in the 
single, temperature-controlled drawer

$999REG $1,699

save
$700

SU
ITE

 

DE
AL

WHIRLPOOL® 
SIDE-BY-SIDE REFRIGERATOR
25 CU. FT. (WRS325FDAM)

Glass shelves contain leaks and spills for  
easy cleanup

LED interior lighting is brighter and uses 
less energy than incandescent bulbs

REG $1,299 $999

save
$300

WHIRLPOOL®  
TOP-FREEZER REFRIGERATOR
18 CU. FT. (WRT318FMDW)
Also available in Black

The Flexi-Slide™ bin quickly moves  
side-to-side for convenient storage options

Convenient, up-front electronic 
temperature controls let you 
choose the ideal temperature for 
whatever foods you’re storing

REG $699 $549

save
$150

WHIRLPOOL®  
TOP-FREEZER REFRIGERATOR
21 CU. FT. (WRT311FZDB) 
Also available in White & Biscuit

The Flexi-Slide™ bin quickly 
and easily moves side-to-side for 
convenient storage options to adjust 
space for items as needed

Freezer temperature control allows 
the temperature level of cold air in the 
freezer compartment to be adjusted

REG $849 $599

save
$250

HO
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WHIRLPOOL®  
TOP-FREEZER REFRIGERATOR
18 CU. FT. (WRT318FZDB) 
Also available in White

REG $649

The Flexi-Slide™ bin quickly 
and easily moves side-to-side for 
convenient storage options to adjust 
space for items as needed

Freezer temperature control allows 
the temperature level of cold air in the 
freezer compartment to be adjusted

$549

$1,699

WHIRLPOOL® 
FRENCH DOOR REFRIGERATOR
27 CU. FT. (WRF757SDEM)

The PerfectPlaces™ system with 
In-Door-Ice® storage creates room 
for an extra full shelf in the refrigerator 
by moving the ice bin to the door

The StoreRight™ system keeps food 
fresh and helps reduce freezer burn, thanks 
to advanced dual cooling technology 

REG $2,599

save
$900

HO
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COOL SAVINGS WITH THESE HOT DEALS

save
$100

WHIRLPOOL®  
TOP-FREEZER REFRIGERATOR
19 CU. FT. (WRT519SZDM) 
Also available in Black, White & Biscuit

LED interior lighting is brighter and 
uses less energy than incandescent bulbs

The Flexi-Slide™ bin quickly 
and easily moves side-to-side for 
convenient storage options to adjust 
space for items as needed

REG $849 $629

save
$220

WHIRLPOOL®  
FRENCH DOOR REFRIGERATOR
25 CU. FT. (WRF736SDAM)

The PerfectPlaces™ system with 
In-Door-Ice® storage creates room 
for an extra full shelf in the refrigerator 
by moving the ice bin to the door

REG $2,199 $1,499

save
$700

Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s promotional MAP prices or other possible in 
store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location. Pricing subject to change. See store for pricing details and dates.



REG $1,099

AMANA® 
SIDE-BY-SIDE REFRIGERATOR
25 CU. FT. (ASD2575BRS) 
Also available in Black & White

Use gallon door storage bins to fit big beverages 
like milk jugs, juice cartons or a six pack of 
soda − and keep them within sipping range

Use the Dairy Center to easily access items 
like butter, cream cheese and yogurt

$899

save
$200

save
$300

$699

AMANA® BOTTOM-  
FREEZER REFRIGERATOR
19 CU. FT. (ABB1921BRM)

Humidity-controlled Garden Fresh™ crisper 
bins keep fruits and veggies right in sight

The glide-out wire lower freezer basket 
comes with a Quick Split™ organizer to 
put those frozen treats in their place

REG $999

AMANA® 
FRENCH DOOR REFRIGERATOR
25 CU. FT. (AFI2539ERM)

Use the Fast Cool option to cool everything 
in the refrigerator, from that next cold 
beverage to a fresh bag of groceries

Energy-efficient LED lights cast a more 
natural light so food looks like it should

REG $1,999 $1,299

save
$700

COOL SAVINGS WITH THESE HOT DEALS

REG $599 $479 REG $499 $399
The FastFreeze option drops the 
freezer to its coldest temperature for 24 
hours to lock in flavor and freshness

The Strongbox™ hinge design is tested 
to 2X the industry standard life expectancy* 
to deliver years of dependability

This freezer door has a keyed lock for 
added security and peace of mind

When it comes time to clean out the 
freezer, the handy built-in drain helps to 
make the whole process flow smoothly

MAYTAG® UPRIGHT FREEZER
16 CU. FT. (MZF34X16DW)

MAYTAG® CHEST FREEZER
15 CU. FT. (MZC31T15DW)

SU
ITE

 

DE
AL SU

ITE
 

DE
AL

save
$120

save
$100

save
$100

REG $499 $399
Easy Clean Corners make cleanup quick

Storage bins provide convenient storage 
options for better organization

WHIRLPOOL® CHEST FREEZER 
15 CU. FT. (WZC3115DW)

*Twice life testing based on accelerated 20-year testing vs. 10-year standard industry testing.  Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising 
purposes only. Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s promotional MAP prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may 
vary by retailer and location. Pricing subject to change. See store for pricing details and dates.
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NOTE: For co-operative advertising purposes, when advertising suites of 3 or more appliances, the advertised price for the suite shown in the ad must be equal to or greater than 10% below the sum of the combined MAPs except  
that such advertised price may be rounded down (up to $25) in order to hit a “49” or “99” price point. Suggested suite prices are based on promotional MAP for defined periods and electric range pricing. MSRP is manufacturer’s 
suggested retail price. Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s promotional MAP  
prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location. Pricing subject to change. See store  
for pricing details and dates. 

VENT HOOD
UXW7230BSS

GAS COOKTOP
MGC9530DS

SINGLE  
WALL OVEN
MEW9530DS

FRENCH DOOR 
REFRIGERATOR
MFI2269DRM

DISHWASHER
MDB4949SDM

REG $5,945 $4,395

SU
ITE

 

DE
AL

save
$1,550

QUICK REFERENCE

OVER-THE-RANGE 
MICROWAVE
KMHC319ESS

SLIDE-IN 
ELECTRIC RANGE
KSEG700ESS

FRENCH DOOR 
REFRIGERATOR
KRFC300ESS

DISHWASHER
KDTE104ESS

REG $5,946 $4,496

SU
ITE

 

DE
AL

save
$1,450

VENT HOOD
KVWB400DSS

GAS COOKTOP
KCGS550ESS

SINGLE  
WALL OVEN
KOSE500ESS

FRENCH DOOR 
REFRIGERATOR
KRFC300ESS

DISHWASHER
KDTE104ESS

REG $7,545 $6,095

SU
ITE

 

DE
AL

save
$1,450

 SUITE DEALS
ON KITCHENAID® AND MAYTAG® KITCHEN SUITES

OVER-THE-RANGE 
MICROWAVE
MMV4205DS

FREESTANDING 
ELECTRIC RANGE
MER8700DS

FRENCH DOOR 
REFRIGERATOR
MFI2269DRM

DISHWASHER
MDB4949SDM

REG $3,996 $2,946

SU
ITE

 

DE
AL

save
$1,050

NOVEMBER 4–DECEMBER 1, 2015



NOTE: For co-operative advertising purposes, when advertising suites of 3 or more appliances, the advertised price for the suite shown in the ad must be equal to or greater than 10% below the sum of the combined MAPs except  
that such advertised price may be rounded down (up to $25) in order to hit a “49” or “99” price point. Suggested suite prices are based on promotional MAP for defined periods and electric range pricing. MSRP is manufacturer’s 
suggested retail price. Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s promotional MAP  
prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location. Pricing subject to change. See store  
for pricing details and dates.

QUICK REFERENCE NOVEMBER 4–DECEMBER 1, 2015

 SUITE DEALS
ON WHIRLPOOL® KITCHEN SUITES

VENT HOOD
GXW6530DXS

ELECTRIC 
COOKTOP
W5CE3024XB

SINGLE WALL 
OVEN
WOS51EC0AS

4-DOOR 
REFRIGERATOR
WRX735SDBM

DISHWASHER
WDT720PADM

REG $5,095 $3,785

SU
ITE

 

DE
AL

save
$1,310

OVER-THE-RANGE 
MICROWAVE
WMH53520CS

FREESTANDING 
ELECTRIC RANGE
WFE540H0ES

4-DOOR 
REFRIGERATOR
WRX735SDBM

DISHWASHER
WDT720PADM

REG $4,096 $2,876

SU
ITE

 

DE
AL

save
$1,220

OVER-THE-RANGE 
MICROWAVE
WMH31017AS

FREESTANDING 
ELECTRIC RANGE
WFE515S0ES

FRENCH DOOR  
REFRIGERATOR
WRF535SMBM

DISHWASHER
WDF520PADM

REG $3,156 $1,976

SU
ITE

 

DE
AL

save
$1,180



QUICK REFERENCE SUITE DEALS
MODEL NUMBER START DATE END DATE ORIGINAL  

PRICE
PROMO  
PRICE SAVINGS

KITCHENAID® SUITE

KVWB400DSS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $949 $949 $0

KCGS550ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $1,199 $949 $250

KOSE500ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $2,299 $1,799 $500

KDTE104ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $899 $599 $300

KRFC300ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $2,199 $1,799 $400

KitchenAid® Built-In Hero Suite 11/18/15 12/1/15 $7,545 $6,095 $1,450

KITCHENAID® SUITE

KMHC319ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $849 $599 $250

KSEG700ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $1,999 $1,499 $500

KDTE104ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $899 $599 $300

KRFC300ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $2,199 $1,799 $400

KitchenAid® Hero Suite 11/18/15 12/1/15 $5,946 $4,496 $1,450

MAYTAG® SUITE

UXW7230BSS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $449 $449 $0

MEW9530DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,799 $1,249 $550

MGC9530DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $949 $749 $200

MDB4949SDM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $649 $449 $200

MFI2269DRM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,099 $1,499 $600

Maytag® Built-In Suite 11/4/15 12/1/15 $5,945 $4,395 $1,550

MAYTAG® SUITE

MMV4205DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $349 $299 $50

MER8700DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $899 $699 $200

MDB4949SDM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $649 $449 $200

MFI22696DRM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,099 $1,499 $600

Maytag® Draw Suite 11/4/15 12/1/15 $3,996 $2,946 $1,050

WHIRLPOOL® SUITE

GXW6530DXS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $449 $449 $0

WOS51EC0AS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,299 $999 $300

W5CE3024XB 11/4/15 12/1/15 $549 $359 $190

WDT720PADM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $599 $379 $220

WRX735SDBM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,199 $1,599 $600

Whirlpool® Built-In Suite 11/4/15 12/1/15 $5,095 $3,785 $1,310

WHIRLPOOL® SUITE

WFE540H0ES 11/4/15 12/1/15 $899 $599 $300

WMH53520CS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $399 $299 $100

WDT720PADM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $599 $379 $220

WRX735SDBM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,199 $1,599 $600

Whirlpool® Step Suite 11/4/15 12/1/15 $4,096 $2,876 $1,220

WHIRLPOOL® SUITE

WFE515S0ES 11/4/15 12/1/15 $699 $499 $200

WMH31017AS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $259 $179 $80

WDF520PADM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $499 $299 $200

WRF535SMBM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,699 $999 $700

Whirlpool® Draw Suite 11/4/15 12/1/15 $3,156 $1,976 $1,180

NOTE: For co-operative advertising purposes, when advertising suites of 3 or more appliances, the advertised price for the suite shown in the ad must be equal to or greater than 10% below the sum of the combined MAPs except  
that such advertised price may be rounded down (up to $25) in order to hit a “49” or “99” price point. Suggested suite prices are based on promotional MAP for defined periods and electric range pricing. MSRP is manufacturer’s 
suggested retail price. Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s promotional MAP  
prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location. Pricing subject to change. See store  
for pricing details and dates.



QUICK REFERENCE LAUNDRY DEALS

Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s promotional MAP prices or other 
possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location. Pricing subject to change. See store for pricing 
details and dates.

MODEL NUMBER START DATE END DATE ORIGINAL  
PRICE

PROMO  
PRICE SAVINGS

LAUNDRY

MHW5100DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $999 $699 $300

MED5100DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $999 $699 $300

MGD5100DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,099 $799 $300

MVWB835DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $899 $649 $250

MEDB835DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $899 $649 $250

MGDB835DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $999 $749 $250

MVWC415EW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $549 $399 $150

MEDC215EW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $499 $399 $100

MGDC215EW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $599 $499 $100

MVWX655DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $649 $499 $150

MEDX655DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $649 $499 $150

MGDX655DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $749 $599 $150

NTW4605EW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $399 $299 $100

NED4655EW 11/4/15 12/1/15 OPEN $299

NGD4655EW 11/4/15 12/1/15 OPEN $399

WFW72HEDW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $799 $599 $200

WED72HEDW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $799 $599 $200

WGD72HEDW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $899 $699 $200

WTW5000DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $599 $399 $200

WED5000DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $599 $399 $200

WGD5000DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $699 $499 $200

WED49STBW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $699 $399 $300

WGD49STBW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $799 $499 $300

WTW7300DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $799 $549 $250

WED7300DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $799 $549 $250

WGD7300DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $899 $649 $250

WTW8500DC 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,199 $799 $400

WED8500DC 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,199 $799 $400

WGD8500DC 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,299 $899 $400

WFW95HEDC 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,199 $799 $400

WED95HEDC 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,199 $799 $400

WGD95HEDC 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,299 $899 $400

WFW95HEDU 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,249 $899 $350

WED95HEDU 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,249 $899 $350

WGD95HEDU 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,349 $999 $350

WFW95HEDW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,099 $749 $350

WED95HEDW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,099 $749 $350

WGD95HEDW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,199 $849 $350

WED99HEDC 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,799 $1,399 $400

WED99HEDW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,699 $1,349 $350



QUICK REFERENCE COOKING DEALS

Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s promotional MAP prices or other 
possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location. Pricing subject to change. See store for pricing 
details and dates.

MODEL NUMBER START DATE END DATE ORIGINAL  
PRICE

PROMO  
PRICE SAVINGS

MICROWAVES

AMV1150VAB 11/4/15 12/1/15 OPEN $149

AMV1150VAS 11/4/15 12/1/15 OPEN $149

AMV1150VAW 11/4/15 12/1/15 OPEN $149

KMHC319ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $849 $599 $250

MMV4205DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $349 $299 $50

WMH31017AB 11/4/15 12/1/15 $209 $179 $30

WMH31017AS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $259 $179 $80

WMH31017AW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $209 $179 $30

WMH32519CB 11/4/15 12/1/15 $269 $219 $50

WMH32519CS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $319 $219 $100

WMH32519CW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $269 $219 $50

WMH53520CS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $399 $299 $100

WMH76719CS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $549 $399 $150

RANGE HOODS

GXW6530DXS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $449 $449 $0

KVWB400DSS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $949 $949 $0

UXW7230BSS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $449 $449 $0

WALL OVENS

KODE500ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $3,399 $2,599 $800

KODE507ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $3,399 $2,599 $800

KOSE500ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $2,299 $1,799 $500

KOSE507ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $2,299 $1,799 $500

MEW9530DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,799 $1,249 $550

WOC54EC0AS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,799 $2,199 $600

WOC54EC7AS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,799 $2,199 $600

WOD51EC0AS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,049 $1,499 $550

WOD51EC7AS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,049 $1,499 $550

WOD93EC0AS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,599 $1,899 $700

WOD93EC7AS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,599 $1,899 $700

WOD97ES0ES 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,899 $2,199 $700

WOS51EC0AS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,299 $999 $300

WOS51EC7AS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,299 $999 $300

WOS92EC0AS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,749 $1,299 $450

WOS92EC7AS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,749 $1,299 $450

WOS97ES0ES 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,999 $1,499 $500



MODEL NUMBER START DATE END DATE ORIGINAL  
PRICE

PROMO  
PRICE SAVINGS

COOKTOPS

G9CE3065XB 11/4/15 12/1/15 $999 $799 $200

KCGS550ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $1,199 $949 $250

KCGS556ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $1,349 $999 $350

KECC604BBL 11/18/15 12/1/15 $949 $749 $200

MGC9530DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $949 $749 $200

W5CE3024XB 11/4/15 12/1/15 $549 $359 $190

WCG51US0DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $699 $499 $200

WCG97US0DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $999 $799 $200

RANGES

AER5630BAB 11/4/15 12/1/15 $549 $399 $150

AER5630BAS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $649 $399 $250

AER5630BAW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $549 $399 $150

AGR5630BDB 11/4/15 12/1/15 $599 $449 $150

AGR5630BDS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $699 $449 $250

AGR5630BDW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $599 $449 $150

KSEG700ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $1,999 $1,499 $500

KSGG700ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $2,099 $1,599 $500

MER8700DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $899 $699 $200

MGR8700DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $999 $699 $300

MET8720DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,549 $1,099 $450

MGT8720DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,649 $1,199 $450

WEE730H0DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,599 $1,199 $400

WEG730H0DS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,699 $1,299 $400

WFE515S0EB 11/4/15 12/1/15 $649 $499 $150

WFG515S0EB 11/4/15 12/1/15 $749 $499 $250

WFE515S0ES 11/4/15 12/1/15 $699 $499 $200

WFG515S0ES 11/4/15 12/1/15 $799 $499 $300

WFE515S0EW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $649 $499 $150

WFG515S0EW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $749 $499 $250

WFE540H0ES 11/4/15 12/1/15 $899 $599 $300

WFG540H0ES 11/4/15 12/1/15 $999 $599 $400

WFE715H0ES 11/18/15 12/1/15 $999 $699 $300

WFG715H0ES 11/18/15 12/1/15 $1,099 $699 $400

WGE555S0BS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $1,299 $999 $300

WGG555S0BS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $1,399 $1,099 $300

QUICK REFERENCE COOKING DEALS

Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s promotional MAP prices or other 
possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location. Pricing subject to change. See store for pricing 
details and dates.



QUICK REFERENCE KITCHEN DEALS

Reg prices reflect manufacturer’s regular MAP prices for the products. MAP is minimum advertised price for co-operative advertising purposes only. Promo prices reflect manufacturer’s promotional  
MAP prices or other possible in store promotional programming for the dates indicated. Retailer alone determines actual retail and advertising prices. Sale prices may vary by retailer and location.  
Pricing subject to change. See store for pricing details and dates.  ®/™ ©2015. All rights reserved.  INT19052.  Form No. XX150302

MODEL NUMBER START DATE END DATE ORIGINAL  
PRICE

PROMO  
PRICE SAVINGS

DISHWASHERS

ADB1700ADS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $499 $399 $100

KDTE104ESS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $899 $599 $300

MDB4949SDM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $649 $449 $200

WDF520PADB 11/4/15 12/1/15 $399 $299 $100

WDF520PADM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $499 $299 $200

WDF520PADW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $399 $299 $100

WDT720PADM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $599 $379 $220

WDT780SAEM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $699 $499 $200

REFRIGERATION

ABB1921BRM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $999 $699 $300

AFI2539ERM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,999 $1,299 $700

ASD2575BRB 11/4/15 12/1/15 $999 $799 $200

ASD2575BRS 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,099 $899 $200

ASD2575BRW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $999 $799 $200

KRFC300ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $2,199 $1,799 $400

KRMF706ESS 11/18/15 12/1/15 $3,799 $2,999 $800

MFI2269DRM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,099 $1,499 $600

MRT711BZDM 11/18/15 12/1/15 $1,099 $849 $250

MFX2876DRM 11/18/15 12/1/15 $3,299 $2,299 $1,000

WRF535SMBM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,699 $999 $700

WRF560SMYW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,399 $899 $500

WRF736SDAM 11/18/15 12/1/15 $2,199 $1,499 $700

WRF757SDEM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,599 $1,699 $900

WRS325FDAM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,299 $999 $300

WRS571CIDM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $1,599 $1,099 $500

WRT311FZDB 11/4/15 12/1/15 $849 $599 $250

WRT311FZDT 11/4/15 12/1/15 $849 $599 $250

WRT311FZDW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $849 $599 $250

WRT318FMDB 11/4/15 12/1/15 $699 $549 $150

WRT318FMDW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $699 $549 $150

WRT318FZDB 11/18/15 12/1/15 $649 $549 $100

WRT318FZDW 11/18/15 12/1/15 $649 $549 $100

WRT519SZDB 11/18/15 12/1/15 $749 $579 $170

WRT519SZDM 11/18/15 12/1/15 $849 $629 $220

WRT519SZDT 11/18/15 12/1/15 $749 $579 $170

WRT519SZDW 11/18/15 12/1/15 $749 $579 $170

WRV986FDEM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $3,299 $2,399 $900

WRX735SDBM 11/4/15 12/1/15 $2,199 $1,499 $700

WRX988SIBM 11/18/15 12/1/15 $2,999 $1,999 $1,000

FREEZERS

MZC31T15DW 11/18/15 12/1/15 $499 $399 $100

MZF34X16DW 11/4/15 12/1/15 $599 $479 $120

WZC3115DW 11/18/15 12/1/15 $499 $399 $100


